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Background: Obesity is a widespread burden affecting the community, with obesity rates 
growing globally.  Although weight loss is advocated for overall better metabolic health, 
excessive loss of lean body mass may have serious metabolic consequences.  Thus, 
accurate body composition assessment methods for obese patients are required to monitor 
fat loss and ensure lean muscle maintenance, enabling functional gains and quality of life 
improvements during aggressive weight loss programmes.  Bioelectrical Impedance (BI) is 
a simple way of assessing body composition and has gained popularity for clinical use due 
to its convenience, low cost and instant results.  The aim of this review was to investigate if 
BI is a valid tool to determine body composition in morbidly obese patients compared to 
reference methods. 
Methods: MEDLINE, EMBASE, CINAHL and CENTRAL databases were searched until 
March 2017.  Included studies were those published in English with obese (body mass index 
(BMI) ≥30kg/m2) adults (≥18 years) measuring body composition with BI methods in 
comparison to pre-determined reference methods. 
Results:. 16 studies were eligible for inclusion.  Sample sizes ranged from n= 15 to 157, 
with BMI 26 to 48kg/m2.  BI underestimated Fat Mass (FM) and overestimated Fat Free 
Mass (FFM) in 10 studies in comparison to reference methods for obese subjects.  The 
correlation of absolute values from BI and reference methods for FM and FFM were high 
(r=0.53-0.97).  When adjustments for BMI were made to BI machine algorithms, the 
accuracy of body composition measurements were improved.  Significant heterogeneity was 
evident amongst included studies and prevented meta-analysis. 
Conclusions: Multiple variables, including study numbers, methodologies, algorithms and 
outcome reporting contributed a lack of consistency amongst studies and therefore validity 
of BI to assess body composition in obese patients is difficult to determine.  This review 
highlighted the need for more robust studies that control confounding variables to establish 
clear validity statements. 
 
 
 


